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Fingerprint recognition is one of the most widely used methods of biometrics. This method relies on the
surface topography of a finger and, thus, is potentially vulnerable for spoofing by artificial dummies with
embedded fingerprints. In this study, we applied the optical coherence tomography (OCT) technique to
distinguish artificial materials commonly used for spoofing fingerprint scanning systems from the real
skin. Several artificial fingerprint dummies made from household cement and liquid silicone rubber were
prepared and tested using a commercial fingerprint reader and an OCT system. While the artificial
fingerprints easily spoofed the commercial fingerprint reader, OCT images revealed the presence of them
at all times. We also demonstrated that an autocorrelation analysis of the OCT images could be poten-
tially used in automatic recognition systems. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Accurate automatic identification and recognition of
a person is currently considered a cornerstone of
many security applications, especially in this modern
digital age. There are several different biometric
techniques to recognize a person. Behavioral charac-
teristics, such as keystrokes dynamics and signature
dynamics, and physical characteristics, such as iris
recognition, face recognition, and fingerprint recogni-
tion, are becoming the dominant methods for biomet-
ric recognition.1

Among all biometric techniques, the fingerprint
recognition is the most popular method. This method
has the following advantages: (1) universality—the
population that has legible fingerprints exceeds the
population that possesses the passports; (2) high
distinctiveness—even identical twins who share the
same DNA have different fingerprints; and (3) high
performance—the fingerprint is one of the most ac-
curate biometric characteristics with low FAR (false
accept rate) and FRR (false reject rate). Already at
the age of seven months, a fetus’s fingerprints are

fully developed, and characteristics of the finger-
prints do not change throughout the lifetime except
for injury or skin disease. However, after a small
injury to a fingertip, the pattern will grow back as
the fingertip heals.2 The uniqueness of the finger-
prints can be determined by the pattern of minutia
locations,3,4 local ridge orientation data, and ridge-
orientation data combined with minutia locations.5

Therefore fingerprint recognition has become synon-
ymous with the reliable method of personal identifi-
cation. The FBI currently maintains more than 200
million fingerprint records on file. However, artificial
finger dummies with embedded fingerprints, made
using only $10 worth of household supplies, may
easily spoof common fingerprint systems.6 Therefore
fingerprint recognition systems need to be improved
to protect against different fraudulent methods.

During the past several years, significant improve-
ments have been made by several scientific groups to
enhance the robustness of the fingerprint readers
based on the recognition of the surface topology. A
smart card holder authentication system, which
joined fingerprint verification with personal identifi-
cation number (PIN) verification by applying a double
random phase encoding scheme, was described in
Ref. 7. By using an optimized template for core de-
tection, the FRR was improved. Making use of a
fast fingerprint enhancement algorithm, which could
adaptively improve the clarity of ridge and valley
structures of the input fingerprint images (based on
the estimated local ridge orientation and frequency),
a goodness index, and verification accuracy could also
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be improved.8 However, these improvements in the
fingerprint recognition methods concentrated on de-
creasing FRR and FAR and shortening scanning
time. These improvements do not prevent system by-
pass by using artificial fingerprints. In this paper, we
present the results on the application of the optical
coherence tomography (OCT) technique, enhanced
with an autocorrelation analysis, for identifying ar-
tificial materials commonly used for spoofing optical
fingerprint scanning systems.

Since the introduction of the interferometric low-
coherence methods in the late 1980s,9–11 the OCT
technique has been widely applied in different fields,
such as medical imaging diagnostics and material
sciences. A typical time-domain OCT system is based
on the Michelson interferometer configuration with a
low coherent laser in a source arm, a moving mirror
in a reference arm, an object under study in a sample
arm, and a photodetector to measure the interference
signal in a detection arm. In-depth scanning of the
samples is produced by adjusting the lateral position
of the mirror in the reference arm. Lateral scanning
is realized through a second scanning mirror in the
sample arm of the interferometer. The OCT tech-
nique has the unique ability of noninvasive in-depth
and lateral scanning to capture 2D and 3D images
with resolutions up to a few micrometers. These fea-
tures could be used for the simple identification of
additional artificial layers placed above real fingers
by analyzing the OCT images. Furthermore, differ-
ences in optical properties between artificial materi-

als and the real skin can be employed in automatic
recognition systems based on, for instance, an auto-
correlation analysis. With these unique capabilities,
the artificial materials can be potentially recognized
in a new generation of OCT-enhanced fingerprint
systems.

2. Materials and Methods

A. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a time-domain OCT
system used in these studies (Imalux Corp., Cleve-
land, Ohio). A low-coherent superluminescent laser
diode with a wavelength of 1300 � 15 nm and an
output power of 375 �W was used as the optical
source in this system. Light in the sample arm of the
interferometer was directed into tissues using a
single-mode optical fiber and a specially designed
miniature endoscopic probe. The endoscopic probe al-
lowed for the lateral scanning of the sample surface
in the lateral direction (X axis). Light scattered from
the sample and light reflected from the reference arm
mirror formed an interferogram, which was detected
by a photodiode. In-depth scanning was produced
electronically by piezoelectric modulation of the fiber
length. Two-dimensional images were obtained by
scanning over the sample surface in the lateral direc-
tion (X axis) and in-depth (Z axis) scanning by the
interferometer. The acquired images were 450 �
450 pixels. In-depth scanning was up to 2.2 mm
(in air), while lateral scanning was 2.4 mm. The full

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the OCT system used in these studies. PD, photodetector; ADC, analog-to-digital converter.
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image acquisition rate was approximately 3 s. The
operation of the OCT system was fully controlled
by a computer. The 2D images were averaged in a
lateral direction (over �1 mm, that was sufficient
for speckle-noise suppression) into a single curve to
obtain an OCT signal that represents a 1D distribu-
tion of light in depth (plotted in the logarithmic
scale). The estimated system’s resolution was �25
�m in air.

B. Materials

A plasticene (Dixon Ticonderoga Company, Mexico),
household cement (ITW Devcon Corp., Mass.), and a
liquid silicon rubber (GE Silicones, General Electric
Co., New York) were used to make artificial finger-
print dummies. We used general household materials
that could be found in any supermarket and grocery
store. The following procedures were followed to
make an artificial fingerprint dummy (male mold)
from the plasticene (female mold).

The plasticene was cut and kneaded into thick
pieces for the preparation of a female mold. For the
best imprinting of original fingerprint patterns, a fin-
ger was carefully washed with soap to get rid of the
dust and tissue oil. Then, the finger was pressed
firmly into the plasticene to leave the fingerprint pat-
tern [female mold, Fig. 2(a)]. To prepare the male
mold, we poured glue or liquid silicon rubber into the

female mold. After natural solidification, the dummy
was removed, and its fingerprint surface was care-
fully wiped to get rid of the plasticene pieces (internal
impurities such as air bubbles or tiny pieces of plas-
ticene were present, however, the OCT images were
obtained from regions free from the structural de-
fects). Hence the artificial fingerprint dummy (male
mold) was ready for the experiments [Fig. 2(b)].

C. Autocorrelation Analysis

Autocorrelation analysis is a commonly used method
in signal processing to analyze functions and series. It
is a cross correlation of a signal with itself. The auto-
correlation analysis is a useful technique for searching
for repeating patterns, such as determining the pres-
ence of a periodic signal, which has been buried under
the noise, e.g., speckle noise.12 Speckles are the spa-
tially random coherent superposition (mutual inter-
ference) of light scattered from random scattering
centers. In the OCT imaging of the scattering media,
the speckle noise results from the coherent nature of
laser radiation and the interferometric detection of the
scattered light.13 The speckle noise substantially dete-
riorates resolution and the accuracy of the OCT images
and, thus, several methods have been proposed to re-
duce its effect.13–18 However, the speckle noise bears
useful information about tissue optical properties and
could be utilized in tissue classification and monitoring

Fig. 2. (Color online) Gross pictures of (a) plasticene female mold and (b) artificial fingerprint dummy (male mold).
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of different processes.19–22 Here, we applied an auto-
correlation analysis to test whether the OCT images
of artificial materials and real tissue can be distin-
guished.

Two-dimensional OCT images were converted into
relative intensity values and then recorded in a
square matrix (450 � 450 pixels). Each column in the
matrix contained information about one independent
Z scan of the OCT system. The discrete autocorrela-
tion method was applied to process data in all col-
umns. We defined the function u�d�, for a certain
column intensity data in the image matrix, where d
was the depth with the range from 1 to 450 (corre-
sponding to 0–1.6 mm depths in the sample with a
refractive index of 1.4). Before autocorrelation anal-
ysis, we removed the mean value of u�d� as x�d� �
u�d� � �, where � � �1�N��n�1

N u�d� was the mean
value of the function u�d�. The discrete autocorrela-
tion function for x(d) was

Rxx�r�d� �
1

N � r �
n�1

N�r

xnxn�1 �
1

N � r �
n�1

N�r

x�d�x�d � r�d�,

in which r � 0, 1, 2, . . . , m (m � N), and r was the
depth number, �d � 1 is the space interval unit (with
the value of 1 OCT pixel), N is the total available
depth for a certain part (either the artificial material
region or the real skin region) of an OCT signal curve,
which was used in the autocorrelation analysis. The
value m in the autocorrelation analysis meant the
maximum depth of the autocorrelation. Since we ap-
plied the autocorrelation function at the artificial
material region and the human real finger region,
respectively, the N was different for them (we used
m � N � 1 in our program). For the artificial material
region (the artificial fingerprint region), we used
m � 50, and for the real finger region, we used
m � 100.

With this algorithm, we calculated the autocorre-
lation function in each column of the OCT signals
matrix and then averaged to find the algebra mean

value. This algorithm was programmed in MATH-
EMATICA 5.0.

D. Commercial Fingerprint Reader

A commercially available fingerprint reader device
(Microsoft Fingerprint Reader, model 1033, Red-
mond, Washington) was tested in our experiments.
The fingerprint patterns of a volunteer’s thumbs,
forefingers, middle fingers, and ring fingers from both
left and right hands were recorded and registered
using a computer. The same fingers were used to
prepare the artificial dummies. The dummies were
placed on another person’s finger and were scanned
using both the fingerprint reader and the OCT sys-
tem. Each dummy was tested 10–20 times with both
systems and corresponding FARs were calculated.

3. Results

Figure 3(a) shows the typical OCT image of a finger
skin. Three layers of human skin (stratum corneum,
epidermis, and dermis) are clearly visible. The stra-
tum corneum, which is a highly scattering tissue, is
presented as the first thin layer in the image. The
thickness of this layer is �15 �m. The ridges and
valleys that determine fingerprint surface patterns
can also be seen. The corresponding 1D OCT signal is
shown in Fig. 3(b). Structural characteristic skin lay-
ers of the skin are also clearly visible.

Several materials, such as gelatin, silicon, wax,
and agar, which could be used to make artificial fin-
gerprints have been studied. Figure 4 illustrates a
typical OCT image and its signal curve of a gelatin
layer (25% concentration) placed over a finger. The
artificial gelatin layer and the human’s skin layers
beneath could be clearly detected from both Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). The gelatin layer is a homogeneous media,
as illustrated by the OCT signal curve, and has a
significantly lower scattering profile than that of the
skin. The average thickness of the artificial layer was
approximately 0.2 mm. The characteristic layers of
the human skin [as in Fig. 3(b)] can be clearly seen
under the gelatin region.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Two-dimensional OCT images and (b) corresponding 1D OCT signal of a finger skin.
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Figure 5 shows the results obtained from the au-
tocorrelation analysis of gelatin, agar, and real finger
samples. The autocorrelation analysis was applied in
the regions of OCT images corresponding to the ar-
tificial materials and the human skin. Depth, shown
in pixels (1 pixel is approximately equal to 3.5 �m),
was the interval where the OCT signal data were
compared with itself. The autocorrelation function
values for gelatin and agar fell sharply to zero with
the depth increase due to the homogeneous structure

of the artificial materials. Since the fluctuations of
the speckle intensity in the OCT images were random
and homogeneous in these regions, the autocorrela-
tion function values at each depth were approxi-
mately zero. On the other hand, unlike the artificial
material, the human skin is highly inhomogeneous
tissue. When the autocorrelation analysis was ap-
plied to the skin, the generated autocorrelation func-
tion curves [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)] nearly monotonically
decreased with the depth increase and thus were

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) OCT images of 25% gelatin with an average thickness of 0.2 mm, (b) corresponding OCT signal.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Autocorrelation curves for artificial materials of (a) gelatin and (b) agar and (c), (d) human finger, respectively.
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significantly different from those of the artificial ma-
terials. Therefore the autocorrelation analysis could
potentially be used as a criterion for automatic and
semiautomatic recognition of the artificial materials
and the real fingers.

The artificial fingerprint dummies, similar to those
shown in Fig. 2, were tested with the Microsoft fin-
gerprint reader device and the OCT system. When
these artificial dummies were applied to the reader,
the FARs were from 80% to 100% (each mold was
tried at least ten times). However, the artificial fin-
gerprint dummies were always detected by the OCT
system both visually (in 2D images and in corre-
sponding OCT signal curves) and after processing
with the autocorrelation analysis (Fig. 6). The num-
ber of trials per finger with the OCT system was at
least 20.

4. Discussion

Obtained results shown in Figs. 3–6 demonstrate the
capability of the OCT technique for detecting artifi-
cial fingerprint dummies placed over real fingers.
Most of the current fingerprint reading devices, such
as the Microsoft fingerprint reader used in this study,
are based on the surface analysis of fingerprint pat-

terns (with low FAR and FRR). However, if an arti-
ficial fingerprint dummy was applied, these scanners
might be easily spoofed. Since 1990, several finger-
print sensors have been tested using dummy fingers.
All tested sensors accepted the dummy as a real fin-
ger, almost from the first attempt.23 Since OCT could
provide high-resolution in-depth information about
tissue structure, the additional layers, which are not
characteristic for the normal skin, could be easily
identified (Figs. 4 and 6). In this study, the artificial
dummies were distinguished at all times using the
OCT technique.

Previously, we demonstrated that optical proper-
ties (e.g., scattering coefficients) as well as physical
properties (e.g., thicknesses) of artificial layers and
characteristic layers of human skin might be close to
each other.24 In this paper, we exploited the differ-
ences in the homogeneity between these objects (un-
like the skin, the scattering particles in artificial
materials were homogeneously distributed through
the depth). Moreover, the sizes of the scattering par-
ticles might be quite different. Therefore the size and
distribution of the speckles obtained from these
structures would be different. Here, we applied auto-
correlation space analysis to the regions of the OCT

Fig. 6. (Color online) OCT images (a) obtained from the artificial fingerprint dummy over a real finger used to bypass the fingerprint
reader device and (b) corresponding OCT signal curve. Autocorrelation curves were generated from the OCT image at the regions of (c) the
artificial material and (d) human skin, respectively.
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images corresponding to the artificial material and
real skin. We found that the autocorrelation function
curves clearly indicated the presence of the artificial
materials on the human finger. The autocorrelation
analysis gave a mathematical criterion to distinguish
the skin from the artificial materials. Therefore the
autocorrelation analysis might be used as one of the
effective tools in an automatic fingerprint recognition
system, enhanced with OCT [Fig. 7(a)].

In addition, an OCT system with 3D image acqui-
sition could be utilized as a fingerprint identification
system by itself. As shown in Figs. 3 and 6, OCT
images can visualize not only tissue layers but also
surface ridges and valleys that constitute the finger-
print pattern. Therefore 3D images of human skin
can provide information about fingerprint patterns as
well. Moreover, Fig. 6 also demonstrates that the
fingerprint patterns could simultaneously be de-
tected from a dummy placed on a finger and the finger
skin itself. Hence it might be possible to record and
analyze fingerprint patterns from the artificial
dummy as well as from the real skin simultaneously,
as shown schematically in Fig. 7(b).

5. Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated that the OCT tech-
nique could be successfully applied for the identifica-
tion of artificial materials commonly used to make
fake fingerprints. While the commercially available
fingerprint reader system was easily bypassed using
fingerprint dummies, the artificial materials were de-
tected and recognized using the OCT system at all
times. To summarize, our results demonstrated that
(1) current fingerprint systems based on surface scan-
ning could be easily spoofed by a fingerprint dummy;
(2) high-resolution OCT 2D images and correspond-
ing signal curves revealed the presence of artificial
materials at all times; (3) autocorrelation analysis
could potentially be used in automatic fingerprint

recognition systems; (4) a fingerprint recognition sys-
tem, combined with OCT, could be more secure and
integral. Our future studies will be focused on OCT
3D image acquisition and reconstruction algorithms
for biometric identification based on the fingerprints.
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